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This study aims to obtain a strategy for optimizing the combination of diesel-fuel injection conditions 
and combustion chamber geometry to achieve high thermal efficiency with low exhaust emissions in a 
natural-gas/diesel dual fuel engine. Experiments were performed using a single-cylinder test engine 
with a common-rail injection system varying injection timings of two-stage pilot injection and piston 
bowl diameter. The pilot spray development was calculated using CFD simulation to understand the 
mechanism of experimental results. The experimental results showed that a smaller bowl diameter reduces 
THC and NOx emissions under a condition of high equivalence ratio, and the CFD results showed that 
the smaller bowl diameter provides a richer mixture of 1st pilot injection and a leaner mixture of 2nd 








































一段目噴射量を 3 mm3/cycle，二段目噴射量を 2 mm3/cycle
 
Fig.1 Experimental Setup 
 
Table1 Engine specifications 
Engine type 
Natural gas/diesel dual-fuel 
engine, 
Single-cylinder, Water-cooled 




Compression ratio 12.5 
Combustion chamber Toroidal type  
Intake charging External supercharging 
Pilot-fuel injection system 
Common-rail system 
0.12 mm6 holes 140 nozzle 
１０１６ 
に固定した． 




油温度を 70 C，冷却水入口温度を 80 C，吸気温度を 40 C
とした．外部過給を施し，モータリング時の吸気流量が
24.6 Nm3/hとなるよう吸気圧力を調整した．これは吸気圧





 2･2 計算方法 




いた．液相は DDMで記述し，分裂モデルは KH-RTモデル（C1 






















Fig.3 Grid system of D52A for CFD simulation 
 

























t =0.43 t =0.47 t =0.49
 
































































































































































































Fig.6 Isosurfaces for a pilot-spray mixture fraction of 0.01 
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Fig.7 Effect of second injection timing and combustion chamber shape on performance and exhaust emissions 
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Fig.9 Effect of first injection timing and combustion chamber 
shape on performance and exhaust emissions 











































Fig.8 Effect of second injection timing and combustion chamber 
shape on heat release rate and in-cylinder pressure 
